**TSA ACCEPTED CASE LOCK**

Our new and improved TSA Accepted lock offers the security of a padlock but can easily be opened and inspected by airport security and then locked again. The improved design of the TSA accepted lock makes it easier to install and fit on all our NANUK case models. For maximum security always use two locks per case.

1. Set the lock dials (1) to the 0-0-0 position. DO NOT pull the shackle (4) out.
2. Press the reset button (2) using a tool, such as a ballpoint pen, until you hear a “click.”
3. Set your desired combination by aligning the dials in the combination window (3).
4. Pull the lock shackle (4) out. The reset button (2) will pop up, confirming the reset is complete.

To reset your lock, please set it to its current combination and then repeat the steps above.